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ABSTRACT 

Asymptotic expressions are obtained for the electric field due to a current propa

gating on a horizontal semi-infinite wire above earth. First, exact integral represen

tations are derived for the field in a multi-layered medium. The resulting integral 

expressions are then specialized for the problem of a semi-infinite wire above earth. 

The steepest descent technique is applied to the direct and reflected terms separately, 

thereby providing a far-zone approximation for the field (E oc r-1). A recurrence re

lationship is developed which allows the r-2 term in the asymptotic expansion to be 

computed from the r-1 term. A numerical comparison between the three methods 

is carried out: numerical integration, one-term (1 /r) approximation, and two-term 

(1/r2) approximation. It is shown that two-term solution yields more accurate results 

than that of the one-term solution, especially when the problem of a finite length wire 

above the earth is considered. The two-term expansion provides accurate results for 

the fields when 0.1 A < r < oo, and consumes much less computation time than the 

numerical integration solution. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A computational technique is presented for solving the electric field due to a 

current propagating on a horizontal semi-infinite wire above the earth. The problem 

of solving current elements radiating in a layered medium has been of interest for some 

time since Sommerfeld initiated the work in [1] and [2]. A review of recent techniques 

for numerical, asymptotic, and approximate solutions is presented by Rahmat-Samii 

et al. in [3]. Wait summarizes the techniques in layered media in [4]. 

Dudley and Casey investigated the far-zone fields associated with a semi-infinite 

wire over earth in [5]. They first obtained integral expressions for the potentials 

associated with a horizontal Hertzian dipole located at (0,0, h). Then, approximate 

expressions for the far-zone fields due to the dipole were obtained by a saddle point 

integration technique. Finally, by integrating over the wire, they derived the far-zone 

fields due to a semi-infinite wire above the earth. 

In order to investigate the region of validity for the far-zone results, Dvorak and 

Dudley [6] developed a computational method for the near-zone fields associated with 

a semi-infinite wire above earth. First, they used the spectral domain technique to 

obtain an exact integral expression for the electric field. Then the angular integral 

in the resulting two-dimensional Sommerfeld integral was expressed in terms of the 
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incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel integrals [7], thus allowing for the efficient computation 

of the near-zone fields. The algorithm was then used to determine when the far-zone 

results obtained in [5] are valid. 

The coordinate system of the problem that we want to investigate in this thesis 

is presented in Figure 1.1. The current is carried by a perfectly conducting wire of 

radius a located at a height h above the interface. 

The parameters to model the propagation through the lossy earth are as follows: 

(1.1) 

where 

k  =  U y / f i 0 e 0  (1.2) 

and 

er — er + — 
a  

(1.3) 
jwe0 

The current on the wire is modeled as 

I ( x )  =  I 0 e ~ j k t X  i  x > 0 ,  (1.4) 

and the wire wave number [8] is given by 

(1.5) 

where 

9(fc) < 0 (1.6) 

—IT <arg(ln[£]) < 7r. 



h=10m 

Figure 1.1: Semi-infinite horizontal wire above ground. 
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The numerical values of the parameters are as follows: 

<7 = 0.03 

€, = 8 (1.7) 

k, = (1.0001 -H x lC-*)k 

In this thesis, we shall begin by solving for the spectral domain electric field in a 

multi-layered medium. We shall keep the problem general as long as possible (Figure 

1.2), but eventually we specialize the problem to the wire above earth (Figure 1.1). 

We shall use the complementary incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel integrals (CILHIs) 

to represent the angular integral in the electric field expressions. Then, by applying 

the asymptotic factorial-Neumann series expansion for the CILHIs and approximating 

the Hankel functions by the first term in the Hankel asymptotic expansion, we obtain 

new integral representations for each component of the field in the region above the 

wire. Finally, we apply the steepest descent technique to the direct and reflected 

waves separately and obtain the (r-1) terms for the x,y, and z components of the 

electric field. As in [5], we neglect the possible contributions to the integral due to 

the branch cut for (fl2 — A2)1/2 and the Sommerfeld pole. These contributions are 

only important when the observation point is close to grazing [3]. We also neglect 

the pole due to the traveling wave representation for the current. As will be shown, 

this pole only affects the fields at observation points close to the wire. 

Having obtained the (r-1) term, we proceed to develop a recurrence relationship 

to calculate the higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion. We obtain (r~2) 



£ In |J- In E(ln) j_j(ln) 

£U-1 H l.n-1 
ljn-l 

4  
• 

zl,n-2 

£12 |X 12 
£(12) |_j(12) 

212 

e l l  H  11 JS 

g(H) |_j(ll) 

Z11 

£-11 (I -11 E("n) H(_11) 

X 

£-12 |I -12 
^ (-12) |_j(—12) 

2-11 

• : 

z-12 

E-lm |X -lm jr (-lm) j_j(-lm) 

2 -ljn-1 

Figure 1.2: General Stratified Media 
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term by carrying out the second order derivative with respect to 9 and the second 

order derivative with respect to (f> numerically. 

We present numerical results for three different cases. The first case, which involves 

a semi-infinite wire in free-space, is used to show the effect of the pole when the 

observation point is near the wire. The second case is for a semi-infinite wire above 

ground. Here we compare the results of the exact integral expressions to the one-

term and two-term approximations. In the third part, we investigate the fields of a 

finite length wire above earth, again comparing the exact integral expressions to the 

one-term and two-term solutions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FORMULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 

FIELDS IN A STRATIFIED MEDIUM 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we shall use the spectral domain technique to solve Maxwell's 

equations and to formulate the fields in the stratified media with an arbitrary number 

of layers (Figure 1.2). The notation in this formulation has been adopted from [9]. 

We shall decompose the fields into transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic 

(TM) fields to simplify the problem. 

2.2 Maxwell's Equations 

We shall assume that the only sources in this problem are the electric surface 

currents located at z = 0. Moreover, we shall assume that the sources are sinusoidal, 

time-varying sources {e^wt time convention). Therefore, we can use the time-harmonic 
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form of Maxwell's equations: 

V-(eE) = p 

V-(/*H) = pm 

V x H = J + jutE 

V x E = —M — jufiH. 

The constitutive relationships are: 

D = eE 

B = /iH 

where we specify a complex permittivity, 

e p q  ~  epq jepq ~ € PQ 
JaP1 

U> ' 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and a permeability, f i p q , for each layer. The subscript pq denotes the qth layer in the 

positive z half-space when p = 1, and the gth layer in the negative 2 half-space when 

p = — 1 (see Figure 1.2). Defining epq as a complex number provides a simple way to 

account for any losses that may exist in the layers. 

2.3 Formulation of the Fields 

Let us consider a homogeneous isotropic medium that contains no magnetic cur

rent sources - that is, pm = 0. This leads to V-//H = 0. Since V • V x A = 0, where 

A is an arbitrary vector, we can define 

H = jueV x IIe, (2.4) 
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where IIe is the electric Hertz vector potential. Applying the electric Hertz potential 

ne to the Maxwell's equations (2.1), we shall find that 

e = v(v • ne) + &2ne, (2.5) 

where IIe is the solution to the non-homogeneous vector Helmholtz equation 

(V2 + k2)Ue =  — ( 2 . 6 )  
jue 

Likewise, for a homogeneous isotropic medium that contains no electric current 

sources, we can define 

E = -jujf iV x nm, (2.7) 

where IIm is the magnetic Hertz potential. We shall obtain the following two equa

tions: 

H = V(V-nm) + *2nm, (2.8) 

(V2 + fc2)nm = —(2.9) 
J U J f l  

In a general medium that contains both electric and magnetic current sources, the 

total field shall be a superposition of the partial fields given in (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), and 

(2.8) [20]: 

e = v(v • n.) + k2n, - jupV x n, 
; (2.io) 

h = v(v • nm) + k2n„ + mv x n, ' 

In a homogeneous layer which is infinite in two directions, for example x and y, and 
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bounded in the third direction (z), any source-free field can be expressed in terms of 

two scalar potentials called Whittaker potentials. Therefore, in the pq layer of Figure 

1.2, we define: 

n<"'» = a, V,,, 

14™' = f  
(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The Whittaker potentials shall allow us to express the fields as a superposition of 

TEZ and TMZ fields, where Upq corresponds to the TEZ field and Vpq corresponds to 

the TMZ field. Substituting this into (2.6), (2.9), and (2.10), we can represent the 

fields in the pq layer in terms of the Whittaker potentials: 

£$»>(*, j, , * )  =  

Ei"\x, y, z) = 

y , z )  =  ( | r  +  f c y V M ( z , y , z )  

/ / W ( x ,  y ,  z )  =  +  91U'a±"} 

y ,  z )  =  ( J J  +  k l q ) U r , ( x ,  y ,  z )  

where U p g ( x , y , z )  and V p q ( x ,  y ,  z )  are solutions to the following homogeneous scalar 

Helmholtz equations: 

U p q { x l  V t  z )  

V p q { x , y , z )  

We shall obtain a representation for the Whittaker potentials in a given layer 

by solving the partial differential equations in (2.13) and enforcing the appropriate 

(V2 + kl) = 0. (2.13) 
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boundary conditions at the interfaces on the two sides of the layer. To do this, we 

shall utilize the Fourier transform method to solve the partial differential equations; 

that is by Fourier transforming the x and y dependence out of the problem. By doing 

so, we reduce the partial differential equations to ordinary differential equations. 

We define the Fourier transform pair as: 

U { o t i , a 2 , z )  

V ( a i , c t 2 ,  z )  

1 roo ro 
(2tt)2 J-oo J-

OO TOO 

oo J—oo 

U ( x , y , z )  

V ( x , y , z )  

e j ( ° i X + a 2 y )  d x d y  

. (2.14) 

U ( x , y , z )  

V ( x , y , z )  
Xoo CO 

-oo J — 
oo 

OO J —oo 
e j(aix+a2y) dai da2 

U ( a u a 2 , z )  

V ( a i ,  a 2 , z )  

Then, we can obtain expressions for the spectral domain T E Z  and T M Z  fields by 

taking the Fourier transform of the equations in (2.12). The results are given in 

Table 2.1. Likewise, the spectral domain Helmholtz equations are obtained by taking 

the Fourier transform of (2.13), yielding 

<X+T>ll£,2)) 
\ d z 2  

U p q { a 1 , C L 2 , z )  

VP9(ai,a2,z) 

= 0, (2.15) 

where 

r l ( a u a 2 )  = k '  -  (c*J + a \ ) .  (2.16) 

The general solution for a one-dimensional, homogeneous Helmholtz equation, 

such as (2.15), can be expressed as a superposition of plane waves; one traveling in 

the positive ^-direction and one in the negative ^-direction. In the two semi-infinite 
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Table 2.1: Spectral domain fields 

Field Component TE Fields TM Fields 

~(P9) 
Ex (ai,«2 ,z) 

x(pg) 
Ey (ax,a2,^) 

Ez (a1,a2,«) 

-ujfj,pqa2Upq(a1,a2, z) 

LOfipqCtlUpq(ai,a2, z) 

0 

ja 9* 

d V p ,(<*1,013.2) 
J 2 dz 

(1? + km)Vpq(alia2lZ) 

\aua2,z) 

H{y9\ot1,a2,z) 

H[ \oLi,a2,z) 

• dOpq(ai,a2,z) 
J d z  

dtjvq (otl,Q2,z) 
J" 2 dz 

(& + kpq)^Pl(aUa2,z) 

uepqa2Vpq(a-i,a2,z) 

-uepganVp^at!,^^) 

0 

regions (ie. pq = In and pq = — Ira), there shall only be outgoing waves present, 

but in all the other regions, both waves will exist. Therefore, the spectral domain 

Whittaker potentials can be written as: 

Upq(oti, Oi2i  Z) 

Vpq{ctx,OL2,z) Ap> 
[e~ jpTpqZ + < 

r(p«) 
Lu 

p(P5f) 
1 V 

o3PTP1z ], 

where 

p(l") _ p(^n) _ _ p(-lm) _ q 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

and 

P 
+1; z > 0 

-1; z < 0 

• , (2.19) 
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pz 

CP.9+1J ^P,9+1 
E(P-9+1) 

' a„ = paz  

\ 

eP9> Ppq E(P«),H^ 

Figure 2.1: Interface between two layers 

Since the fields must remain finite-valued as z —* ±00, we must restrict 

3(TP9) = 3 (\Jk$q - (al + a%)) < 0, (2.20) 

for pq = In and pq = —1 m. For other values of pq, the above restriction is un

necessary; however, for the sake of consistency, we shall use (2.20) for all values of 

pq. 

To obtain the reflection coefficients and amplitude constants in (2.17), we shall 

enforce the proper boundary conditions at each interface. A single interface is shown 

in Figure 2.1. The boundary conditions for the tangential electric and magnetic fields 

are: 

anx(E(p,9+1> - E<P9>) = -M (2.21) 

an x (H<M+1> - H(p9>) = J (2.22) 

At the source-free interface, i.e. z ^ 0, we can obtain decoupled boundary con

ditions for the TE and TM fields of the spectral domain Whittaker potentials. We 

shall substitute the appropriate equations from Table 2.1 into the Fourier transform 
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of the boundary conditions (see (2.21) and (2.22)), where we set the sources to be 

zero. For the TE field, we obtain 

HpqUpq( cX l ,  Of2, Zpq) = [lPlq+lU p tq+l((Xl, Of2, Zpq) 

dUpg(ai ,012,z) 
dz 

Z—Zpq 

dt/p.o+i(ai.c»2.z) 
dz 

Z—Zpq 

(2.23) 

and for TM field 

£pqVpq(otl,Qt2i Zpq) —  e p , g + l ( < ^ 1  j  ® 2 i  zpq) 

dVpa(ai,ot2,z) 
dz 

dVD.<t+l(ai,at2 ,z) 
dz 

(2.24) 

Then, we shall find relationships between the amplitude constants and the re

flection coefficients in the pq layer, and those in the p,q + 1 layer by enforcing the 

boundary conditions (2.23) and (2.24) at z = zpq. Substituting the first equation in 

(2.17) into (2.23) will give two equations with four unknowns: 

Au ipq)nPq e*pTpqZpq [e~2^pTpqZpq + Tu(pq)] = 

At/(p,9+1Vp)g+1 eiprP''+l2M[e-2ipTP''+1^ + r[f,9+1)] 

A^q)Tpq e^pTpqZpq [e~2ipTP'>zPi - r^9)] = 

A$q+1)Tp,q+1 eipTp'q+lZpq[e"2jpTP'«+l2P« - r^'9+1)]. 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

An expression for r[^ is then obtained by dividing (2.25) by (2.26), and then solving 

for r[r}: 

p(P9) _ e-2jpTpqzpq 

rCe-2iprPl,+i?p, i p(P''+1)) _ t£Sl£ i3±i.(e-2jpTp,q+iZpq _ r(P''+1hl 
lv i U / fj,P:q+1TPg V U )\ 

\(e-2iPTp,q+lZpq + H£3lEj3±L(e-'2jPTp,q^XZpq _ r(P-9+1))l 
lV U ' ' Vp,q+ lTp, V U )\ 

(2.27) 
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We use the same procedure for the TM field, and obtain: 

A[$q)epq eipTpqZj"> [e-2jprp«2p'' + r[??)] = 

A(£ ,9+1)ep,g+1 e jpr™+iz'">[e-2jpT'">+ lZ>"> + r^'9+1)] (2.28) 

Avg)TPg e*pTpqZpq [e~2^pTpqZpq - r|?9)] = 

A{J'q+1)TPiq+1 e jpT™+ lZpq [e-2jpTp-«+lZM - ri?,,+1)] (2.29) 

p(pg) _ e-2jpTPqzpq 

\(e-vpTp,q+izPq i rt/'9+1h — tPiTp<q+ i  (e-2jprp.i+izpi — r(™+1))l 
_  e p , i + l T P i  ̂ Q Q }  
f(e-2jPrp,,+iZp, rv' ,+1h + ^lEj3±L(e-2jpTp,q+izpq _ r|?' ,+1^)l' lV V / £p,9+lTp9\ V >' 

The reflection coefficients in the two semi-infinite regions are zero. Therefore, we 

can compute the reflection coefficients in other layers recursively by using (2.27) and 

(2.30). Also, reference to (2.25) and (2.28) shows that all of the amplitude coefficients 

in the upper/lower layers can be expressed in terms of the amplitude coefficients in 

the layers which are next to the sources (i.e. A^y/A\jy\ respectively). Therefore, 

if we can find expressions for these amplitude coefficients, then the spectral domain 

fields will be uniquely determined. 

The four unknown amplitude coefficients can be obtained by enforcing the bound

ary conditions on the tangential fields at the position of the sources (i.e. z = 0). 

At all of the other interfaces, the boundary conditions were applied to the TEZ and 

TMZ fields separately; however, the TEZ and TMZ fields are coupled in regions where 
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sources are present, so the boundary conditions must be applied to the total tan

gential fields. Substituting the relevant equations from Table 2.1 and (2.17) into 

the Fourier transformed versions of (2.21) and (2.22), we find that (Note: We shall 

assume that M = 0): 

Ay ^(1 + it ̂ ) + OiiT\\A^y ^(1 — it ^) = 

w/i_na2Afrn)(l + r[T11}) - a.T.nA^il - it"11*) (2.31) 

w/iuaiA^\l + r^1}) - a2rxlA^\l - ltu)) = 

n^(l + itn^) •+• a>2T-uAy n^(l — T(
v  

n^) (2.32) 

u>enc*24n)(l + rjr
u)) - axrxlA^\l - T™)-

ut-wOtiAy ^(1 + it ^) — Q!iT-ii-^i; ^(1 — it ^) = Jy (2.33) 

wenai4n)(l + rl,n)) + a2ruAg1)(l - rg1*)-

uje-uotiAy ^(1 + it ^) + at2T-uA\j ^(1 — it * ^ )  =  J x .  (2.34) 

We need to solve these four equations in order to obtain the four amplitude coef

ficients. If we multiply (2.31) by ^ and add it to (2.32), then we can eliminate Ay1^ 

and Ay"from the equations and obtain 

/^[^(l + ltn)) - /i_n4~u)(l + lt"n)) = 0. (2.35) 

Likewise, if we multiply (2.31) by and add it to (2.32), then we obtain: 

rn4n)(l - ltn)) + r_uAirn)(l - lt"n)) = 0. (2.36) 
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Applying the same techniques to (2.33) and (2.34), we obtain the following two 

equations: 

i - ir)+T.„4rnl(i - rir"') = a*}--a\3* (2.37) 
Q1 "r a2 

enAp\ 1 + IT) - Ajr^l + it"') = Z^a*) ' <2'38» 

Finally, combining (2.35) with (2.37), and (2.36) with (2.38), we obtain the following 

expressions for the amplitude coefficients: 

r(-"h 1 -1 
4(11) _ /irf) . T-ii(i-r|rn)) 1" 

u Un(x+rS1)} + ^ii(i+ri,-u))J 
Qt%J y 

,.(11) rena+r^^) , e-n(l+rt n))l onh+ajJy 
K Ima-rv1') r_n(i-rV-n))J 

-1 

wn7(l-r^j(af+a|) . 

(2.39) 

We can use the results that have been derived in this chapter to compute the 

spectral domain fields which are due to electric surface currents placed at z = 0 in a 

stratified medium. The procedure that is used to obtain the amplitude constants and 

the reflection coefficients is similar to the method that is employed in the transmission 

line analysis (see [10] and [11]). 

Next, we can obtain the desired spatial domain fields by taking the inverse Fourier 

transform (see (2.14)) of the spectral domain fields which are listed in Table 2.1. 

The resulting expressions for the spatial domain fields are listed in Table 2.2. 



Table 2.2: Spatial domain fields 

TE Fields : 

Evq\x, y, z) = -ujfipq fZz J^00[a2ax ~ Jpr'"2+ 

r(J9)eJpTr«z] e-J'(aiX+a^ dai da2 

H(u9\x,y,z) = fZz ff°oo{-PTpglaiax + a2ay\A(3g)[e- jpT'">z-
T(Pl)e jprp qz] + a^a2 + a2)^(w)[e-jp w + 

r(P9)eiPTP^]} e-i(aix+o<2y) ^ 

21 Af Fields : 

Ep>(x, y, z) = Ho /-^{-Prpjaxa, + 

r^e^w] + a2(a? + al)AjT)[e-iw+ 
r(P")eipTP^]} c-i(«i«+ora») dai da2 

Hi?\x,y,z) = u,ep,Ho[<*23* - a iay}A^[e-^+ 
rjMigiPTp,.] e-j(«i^+«2j/) ^Ql 
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2.4 Polar Coordinates Conversion 

Now we shall obtain a polar representation for the electric field. Since the total 

field is a superposition of and from Table 2.2, 

E(p9> = E^s) + E!?9), (2.40) 

we can write 

E iP9\x,y,z) = [ [ {-ax[alflpq)(\,z) + alfip9)(\,z)] + 
J —oo J—oo 

aj/aia2[/iP,)(A, z) - $q\A, z)) + a^ai/|p?)(A, z ) }  

where 

Jx {a1,a2)e~^x+a^ daida2, 

Apt)) / \ _ unPqA(
rr)[e- jpT>">z+r(,'?q)e»>rPi'] 

h Z) - ~Znf \ 
<*2 Jx (Ofl >Of2j 

API)(X Z) = PRP^"HE-^P-'-R^E^P0'] 
J 2 V > / y(n)/ \ 

OlJx (011,012) 
AVI)T \  A2A™[E-IP'PI'+R^EIP'PI'] 
/3 z) ~ TO" 

Ot\J£ (OtlyOt2) 

and 

A = \ja\ + a\ 

If we apply the polar transformation: 

A = ^/aj + ai 

( = tan"'(S) 

to (2.41), we obtain the following: 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

E(p9)(®,?/,2) = [ f {-a^A[sin2^/1
(p,)(A,2:) + cos2^/2(p9)(A,2:)] + 

Jo J—IT 
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ayA sin f cos £[/iP9)(A, z) - /2
(p,)(A, z)\ + az  cos £/iP,)(A, 2)} 

~ fn) 
J. (A cos £, A sin £)e-iM*co8«+!,sinOA2 ^ (2 45) 

Since we are interested in solving the problem of a semi-infinite thin wire in a 

layered medium, we shall define the current as a traveling wave current as follows: 

Ie~iklX8{y)  ; x > 0  
J ST (2.46) 

0 ;x < 0, 

where he is the wire wave number, and is defined such that 5s(ke) < 0. The corre

sponding Fourier transform for this current definition is then: 

^sx = (27r)2(A cos £ — kg)' (2"47) 

We shall define a general angular integral as 

A{a) = r S1°* * e~ jXp coa^-*><%, (2.48) 
«/ —7T COSf — i 

where p = y/x2 + y2, <j> = tan~ l(y/x), and P — ke/X. Then the change of variable 

£ = £ — (j) can be used together with [[14],(9.1.21)] to show that 

E"(«, y, *) = /°°(a„/<M> + a „/<"> + a,/<»>) d\, (2.49) 
J 0 

where 

[^"'(A, *) + (1 - P2)/,("'(A,*)]A(0)), (2.50) 

4P,) = ^[/1''")(A,z)-/|M,(A^)][-2Irjsin<U1(A/,)+Pi4(l)], (2.51) 

4m) = ^/iMl(A,*)[2irJo(Art + F/l(0)]. (2.52) 
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This expression for the electric field can be computed using a two-dimensional nu

merical integration program. However, for large values of p, the numerical integration 

routine is not very efficient because the integrand is highly oscillatory. Therefore, we 

develop an asymptotic expansion technique in the next chapter that produces re

sults which are almost as accurate as those obtained with the numerical integration 

technique, but they require much less computation time. 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATION OF THE STEEPEST DESCENT 

TECHNIQUE 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we shall use the steepest descent technique to approximate the 

integral representations for the electric field components. We shall keep the formula

tion general as long as possible, but we eventually simplify the problem and look at 

a semi-infinite wire above earth. Thus, there will be one layer above and two layers 

below the wire (Figure 1.1). 

The steps required to obtain the first term (i.e. r-1) in the asymptotic expansion 

for the electric field components are as follows. We look at each component of the 

electric field in equation (2.49). We first represent A(s) in terms of the complementary 

incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel integrals (CILHIs). We then show that it is possible 

to extend the range of integration from /0°° to By applying the asymptotic 

factorial-Neumann series expansion for the CILHIs [12] and approximating the Hankel 

functions by the first term in the Hankel asymptotic expansion, we obtain new integral 

representations for each component of the field in the region pq = 11. 
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After transforming these expressions into the a - plane, we apply the steepest 

descent method to the direct and reflected waves separately. This shall produce the 

first term (r-1) for the x, y, and z components of the electric field. 

3.2 Extending the integration range 

We shall demonstrate the method by looking at the ^-component of the electric 

field. From equation (2.49) we have : 

El"> = + (3.1) 

Our purpose now is to extend the range of integration to . If we define the 

complementary incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel integral as, 

Ze0(a,6,{)= / e~atZo(t)dt (3.2) 
J 6 

where Z0(t) = J0(t),Y0(t),H^\t), or Ho2\t), then, following the procedure in [12], 

we can write (2.48) as: 

-4(5) = -Ttj jyi - Fle-»F*'Je0(-jF+,6+,\f,)+ 

(-l)Vl " Fle-»F-'Je0(-jF-,6-,\p)} , (3.3) 

where 

F± = P cos <f>±j sin <j>\/P2 — 1, (3.4) 

^1 — -F| = ipP sin (f> + j cos <f>\/P2 — 1, (3.5) 
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and 

oo ; 3J(— jF±) > 0 
6± = }. (3.6) 

-oo ; $t(-jF±) < 0 

The differences between the expression for >1(3) in the above equation and that in 

[6] are caused by the differences in the coordinate system and the definition of the 

Fourier transform. Then, for s — 0 and s — 1, we shall have: 

4(0) = {^1 - F}e'^'Je l l(-jF+,S i.,Xp)+ 

- Fle-»F-'Je0(-jF-,6-,Xp)} , (3.7) 

4(1) = -xj {\/l - ne- l iF^Je0{-jF+,S+, Xp)-

y/l - Fle- ixF-'Je t(-jF.,S., A/>)}. (3.8) 

In order to extend the limit of integration on (3.1), we must first investigate the 

behavior of the integrand for negative values of A. Since 

F±(-A) = -FT(A), (3.9) 

equation (3.7) can be used to show that A(0) is an odd function of A. Since is 

an even function of A, the integrand in (3.1) is an odd function of A. Thus the range 

of integration can be extended to become: 

E'"' = £L 8^">(A' '(*/>) + ™H(°)] <"> (3.10) 

where 

Au(>) (iVW^T)"1 jyi - F}e-^F*'He^(-jF1.,6+,Xp)+ 

(-l)Vl " Fle-tV-Weg^-jF-^Xp)} (3.11) 
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We shall now show how to get A f f ( s )  from ^4(s). If we let 0(A) be an odd function 

of A and define a function N, taken from (3.3) as follows, 

N = jfOOO(A)e-^F+^yr^Je0(-jF+,6+,Ap)dA + 

jH 0(\)e- jXF-»Jl - FlJeQ{-jF.,6Xp)dX, (3.12) 

(3.13) 

then 

N = i Jr 0(\)e-»F*'y/l - F}«+, Ap) - jye0(-jF+,6+,Xp))dX + 

i jf° 0(\)e-»F*'Jl - F}(Je„(-jF+, S+, Xp) + jye„(-jF+, <+, \p))d\ + 

i  j f °  0 ( X ) e ~ ' X F ~ p \ J \  -  F l ( J e 0 ( - j F - , S - ,  X p )  -  j y e o ( - j F ^ S . ,  X p ) ) d X  +  

i jH 0(\)e-'XF-'^/l - Fl(Je0(-jF.,S.,Xp) + jye0(-jF.,S.,Xp))dX. 

(3.14) 

Since 

WeJ,2)(a,5,-2) = H e~atH^\t)dt (3.15) 
JS 

= J' (3.16) 

= WcJVa.-M, (3-17) 

A 

where r = —we can let A = —A in the third and fourth terms in (3.14) in order to 

write N as follows: 

N = i P 0(X)e- ixF*'Jl - FlHeg\-jF+,6+,\p)dX + 
£» J — oo 

I f°° 0(X)e- jXF-py/l - FlHe%\-jF-,8-, Xp)dX. (3.18) 
it J —OO 
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Following the same procedure, we also obtain the expressions for Ex and Ey: 

In the next section, we shall approximate j4#(.S) by the asymptotic factorial-Neumann 

series expansion and specialize the fields further - that is we shall look at a semi-

infinite wire above earth. We shall specialize to the region above the wire (i.e. in the 

layer pq = 11), and then apply the steepest descent technique. 

3.3 Steepest descent approximation 

We can apply the steepest descent method whenever r  c / f ,  where c  is the speed 

of light in a vacuum. When Ar is large, we can approximate the CILHIs functions in 

(3.11) by the first term in the asymptotic factorial-Neumann series expansion [13]. 

Thus, we shall write Aj/(0) and AH{ 1) as follows: 

= IZ z) - 2)][^2)( V) - icos «Stf{J|(A,>)]+ 

(3.19) 

E™ = ^ [/^(A, z) - /<"«>(A, z)] [-2*j sin '(V) + PA„(1)] iX. 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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AH( 1) = -'JIB™ (V) 
V1 -

- '}. 

+ 

(3.22) 
V1 - *? 

If the Hankel functions in the fields expressions are approximated by the first term 

in Hankel's asymptotic expansion [14, (9.2.4)] and we choose layer 11, we shall arrive 

at the following equations for Ex, Ey, and Ez: 

Mu) = imL. M r 
O J—OO 

2 i J  °  ~ M , • 2 i cos 0 rs h sm <p 

A1'2 

87r2 v P 

1 - e2A2-»fM 

A cos <f> — ki 

l + e2jk*z-"fE 

k\i kl 
d X ,  (3.23) 

£,(11) junoi r 
J—OO 

02jkzz-u 1 
87r2 V P 

A1/2 

A cos (j> — ke 
1 + e2 Ts 1-e2j'***-"lV 

&2 ^ii 
d\, (3.24) 

Ei11) = ju/j,0I 2irj 
cos 

/

« 

-c 

A1/2 

|e i -jkzZ 

P J—OO A COS (j) — ]c£ 

e - j k z ( z - 2 z - n ) f > d X ,  (3.25) 

where 

(^-12^-11 — e~llT-l2\ 
e-12'r-ii + t-nT-wJ 

-t 
T-ll ~ T-12 

T—11 +T_ 12, 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 
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Now we shall transform to the a - plane. The transformations are as follows: 

z = 

k cos a 

r cos 7 

r sin7 

tan 7 = -

7 f - 9  

(3.28) 

tji = kz = \/^2 — A2 = A; sin a 

We would like to map the integration range from the A - plane onto the a - plane. 

First we shall express a as a complex variable : 

a = a' + jot" (3.29) 

Thus we can write : 

cos a = cos a' cos ja" — sin a' sin ja" 

= cos a' cosh a" — j sin a' sinh a" (3.30) 

sin a: = sin oc cos j a" + cos a' sin j a" 

sin a' cosh a" + j cos a' sinh a" (3.31) 
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We now map several key points from the A - plane to the a - plane, as shown in 

Figure 3.1, keeping in mind that we shall enforce Q(kz) < 0: 

A = —00 —> a' = 7T a" = +00 

A = -k - a' = 7T a" = 0 

A = +k - a' = 0 a" = 0 

A = +00 —• a' = 0 a" = —00 

(3.32) 

There are several features in Figure 3.1 that we would like to point out. First, we 

show the original contour mapped from the A-plane and the deformation into steepest 

descent paths for two examples of 0, 0 — 89° and 0 = 0°. The shaded region in this 

figure represents the proper Riemann sheet in the A-plane. Also plotted in Figure 3.1 

are the Sommerfeld poles, which are the zeros of e_i2r_n + e_nr_ 12 i.e., 

a = cos~ lyTT7r- (3'33) 

As discussed in [3], these Sommerfeld poles are important when the observation 

point is close to grazing. In our case, since the wire is 10.0 meter above earth and 

we consider the area 0 < 0 < tt/2, these poles do not contribute significantly to our 

results and therefore can be ignored. Note that the Sommerfeld poles are present only 

in reflected waves. Next, we have the branch cuts which emanate from the branch 

points at 

a = cos-1 —jjp. (3.34) 

In the region — 7t/2 < 3J(a) < 0, the steepest descent path is shown to be deformed 

around the branch cut, but this contribution does not significantly affect the steepest 
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lm(a) 0=89° 0=OC 

10.0? N».«' 3*1 
stee 
desc 
iilii 

<H).(r 

steepest 
descent 

<>=90.1 

5.0 f H9.2° / 
t 
* 

(J)=90.8° 

-kI2 0 

-10.0T 

^180-0° 3^2 Re(a) 

(j)=90.8o 

X : Sommerfeld pole 

^: Current pole 

• : Proper sheet 

<J)=90.r in x-plane 

Figure 3.1: The contour of integration, singularities, and steepest descent paths in 
the a - plane 
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descent calculation, as demonstrated in [3]. We also have poles at 

a = ± cos-1 ^ (3.35) 
k cos <f> 

which are associated with the current on the wire. These current poles are a function 

of <f> and in this figure we show several locations of the current poles for various (j>. 

The current pole will contribute significantly under the following conditions: first, 

the pole is enclosed in the process of deforming the contour into the steepest descent 

path or the pole is located near the steepest descent path; and the pole is located 

close to the real axis. Thus, from the a-plane figure, we observe that the current pole 

will affect the calculation when 0 —> 90° and <j> —+ 0°, that is when the observation 

point is close to the wire. 

We shall handle the terms that come from the direct wave and the the reflected 

wave separately. Since we have a lossy earth, the reflected wave looks like the wave 

from a partial image. The reason we divide the calculation into two pieces is because 

each term (direct and reflected) will have different saddle points. This is the difference 

from the technique in [5], where the two terms were handled together. The advantages 

of using two different saddle points are as follows: the one-term solution will follow 

the numerical integration solution more closely, and the far-zone region does not 

depend on the height of the wire above earth. We shall see these advantages in the 

discussion of results in Chapter 5. 

We shall now define two coordinate systems. The (x, y, z) coordinates are defined 

for the image wire while the (x,y, z) coordinates are used for the actual wire. These 
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two coordinate systems are shown in Figure 3.2. As the height of the wire from the 

ground is represented by h, the difference between the two z coordinates is: z = z+2h. 

Thus, we can write the integral representations in the a - plane as follows: 

Ein) = Ed
x + Er

x (3.36) 

ijm: r**" (cos >*+$¥•) 
V r cos 7 J-joo \ sin a J 

d _ jupo. 
B' -

k1!2 sin2 a cos1/2 a 
k cos a cos <f> — kg ^3,37) 

Er jufipl ̂  I 2itj ^_ jk f  cos(a_^) k1'2 sin2 a cos1/2 a 
/

7T-

•V 8ir2 y r cos 7 J-joo k cos a cos <f> — ke 

sin2 

cos2 <f>TM - ""2 da (3.38) 
^ sin a ) ' 

£<n) = E* + £% (3.39) 

jpd juflol I 2irj  .  J_ ± r+ j 0° —ikr cosfa—-v^ £1/2 COS5/2 C* , 
Ey = r~T\ sin COS (j) e ^rcos(a y) fa 

07T V r cos 7 J-joo k cos a cos <p — ke 

(3.40) 

£, = _Wo/ I Inj /»+J~ k'l"< coss'2 a 
y 8ir2 Y r cos 7 7-joo A; cos a cos <j> — kg 

(TE + sin2 af a/) da (3.41) 

i?*11* = £* + ££ (3.42) 
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J Z 
Ei = ^ e-iC'C<«-,) co^gsmg fo  

- joo k cos a cos <p — kg rH 
w OO 

v r cos 7 

ju>(l0I / 27Tj 
87T2k\x ]j r cos 7 

cos3/2 a sin a 

(3.43) 

ir+joo 

joo 
k5/2 COS <j> r 3°° e-ikfcos(a-y)fM 

J—joo 

1 A U da (3.44) 
k cos a cos (p — ke 

The d superscript indicates the direct term and the r indicates the reflected one. 

We shall use the Ef component of electric field to illustrate the steepest descent 

technique. Notice that E* has the form 

I ( r )  =  f  h ( a ) e r p ^ d a ,  (3.45) 
JC 

where h(a) is a relatively slowly varying function. When r is large, the main contri

bution for the integral will come from its saddle point. The saddle point is the point 

at which p'(a) = 0. That is: 

%C°;(°'7) = 0 (3.46) 

—ks\a(a — 7) = 0 (3.47) 

a = 7 = \ ~ & (3.48) 

If we approximate the cosine function by the first two terms in its Taylor's series 

expansion: 

(cx — 'y)2 

cos(o: — 7) ~ 1 — H , (3.49) 

and we let 

s = (3-50) 
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air 

earth 

image 

y = y 

z = z + 2h 

Figure 3.2: The expansion coordinates for the wire and the image are designated by 
(a:, y, z) and (x, y, z) respectively 
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ds = j\l~da 

da 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

then we shall be able to write E? as 

Eg = k2 cos <j> 
e ikr cos 7 sin 7 

r k cos 7 cos <f> — kt 
(3.53) 

If we follow a similar procedure for Er
z  and then use the following substitutions: 

cos 7 = sin0 (3.54) 

sin 7 = cos 9 (3.55) 

cos 7 = 
A 

sin# (3.56) 

sin 7 = 
A 

cos 9 (3.57) 

k\\ = k (3.58) 

k = Uy/jle (3.59) 

V = (3.60) 

y/t£r = 
ke 

k 
(3.61) 

(3.62) 

then we can write Ez  in its final form : 

Eln>(r,r,0, M) = 

.aL COS(f> 
3 ikr cos 9 sin 6 

r sin 9 cos <f> — 
r m 

e sin 9 cos 9 

r sin 9 cos <j> — y/e^ 
(3.63) 
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Following the same procedure, we find and E^: 

E(y l ){r,r,0,6,<t>) = 

r)I e *kr sin2 0 sin ^ cos <f> 
+ (tM COS2 0 + tE)-

sin <j) cos <f> 

47r r sin 0 cos <j) — y/e^ r sin 6 cos </) — 

(3.65) 

It should be noted that these expressions neglect the contribution from the singu

larities shown in Figure 3.1. When 0 —> 7r/2 (i.e., grazing angle), the steepest descent 

path comes close to, and sometimes even crosses the Sommerfeld poles and the branch 

cuts. When this is the case, their effects must be accounted for [3]. Therefore, we 

must keep in mind that our results will not be valid close to the interface. 

Under certain circumstances, the pole associated with the wire (3.35) shall also 

be important. This pole lies closest to the steepest descent path when 6 ~ 7r/2 and 

<f> « 0. Thus, it will have the strongest influence at observation points which are near 

the wire. This pole can also be accounted for using the techniques in [16]. 

The above equations are the first terms in the asymptotic expansions for each 

component of the electric field (i.e., r-1 term). We use these equations in the program 

that computes the field for the first term only. In the next chapter, we use these results 
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together with a recurrence relationship to obtain the r-2 terms for the x , y ,  and z  

components. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HIGHER ORDER TERMS IN THE ASYMPTOTIC 

EXPANSION 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we shall develop a recurrence relationship that enables us to obtain 

the second terms (i.e. the r~2 terms), in the asymptotic expansion for the electric 

field. Once the r-1 terms have been obtained, i.e. (equations (3.63) to (3.65)), the 

recurrence relationship allows the next term to be calculated by carrying out a second 

order derivative with respect to 6 and a second order derivative with respect to <f>. 

These derivatives are calculated numerically using the finite difference method. 

4.2 Developing the Recurrence Relationship 

Let us use the E z  component which involves the free space term only to illustrate 

the derivation of the recurrence relationship. We shall rewrite here Ez, with the free 

space term only, removing the reflection term for now. 

nI ,e 'kr cos 6 sin 9 
— cos <f> . d , 

r sin 0 cos (f> — ^e& 
(4.1) 
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We want to express it in terms of k r  (its electrical length ) instead of just r, because 

the far-zone is defined by kr 1. Thus, we shall write E* in the following form : 

Ed _ Vl ke ikT 

4ir kr 
(4.2) 

m=0 

where from Equation (3.63), 

M M )  
cos <j) cos 9 sin 9 

(4.3) 
sin 9 cos (j> — y/efr 

where equation (4.1) being its first term (m = 0). This equation must satisfy the 

wave equation in spherical coordinates: 

(V2 + t')Ei = 0. (4.4) 

This can be written as: 

( k  
1 ((kr?™L) , __i_ 
r ) 2 8 ( k r )  \ y  '  8 ( k r ) ) ^  ( k r ) 2  si 

d  ( .  d E * \  i  

s in 9  8 9  \ S m  89 J + (kr)2 sin2 0 8$2 
0. 

(4.5) 

If we plug Eg into the spherical wave equation above, we can derive a recurrence 

relationship for the coefficients in the asymptotic series. Substituting equation (4.2) 

into the wave equation (4.5) will give us : 

r j l k  

47T 
e jkr Y* |Am(9,(j>) [—(Arr) m x + 2j m ( k r )  m  2  +  m ( m  +  l ) ( k r ) ~ m  3 ]  

m=0 

( k r )  —m—3 1 d ( . n8Am(9,<f>)\ , 1 

sin0dfl( 89 J sin2 

d2Am(9,<t>) 

9 8<t>2 + 

Am(0,^)(A:r)-'"-1} = O (4.6) 
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After collecting common powers of kr and setting the resulting equations for these 

powers to zero individually, we obtain: 

Am+1 — 
1 

2 j ( m  +  1 )  +  m ( m  +  1 )  

1  d  

sin e d o  
+ 

1 d*An 

sin 0 d(f>2 
(4.7) 

The special case we are interested in is 

A1(9,<f>) = 
1 a 

sin 9 d0 
^sin0 

dA0{d,<j>)\ , 1 d2A0{9,<j>) 

89 
+ 

sin 9 d<f>2 
(4.8) 

With this recurrence relationship, we can find A\, A2, and so on once we know A0. 

This recurrence relationship is valid for all three components of the electric field. We 

shall now write out each term. 

Et X 

A)(M) = 

nl e~ikr 00 

4̂ ""~ X) Am(9,<j>)(kr) 
m=0 

cos2 9 cos2 <j> + sin2 <f> 

sin 9 cos (j> — 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

K 
„ T  e ~ j k r  oo 
' •£ B„(M)(*r)" 
4ir r m—0 

Bo(9, <j>) = 
sin2 9 sin <f> cos <j> 

sin 9 cos <j> — yjefr 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Et = 

Co(M) 

nl e~ikr 00 

47T m=0 

cos <j> cos 9 sin 9 

sin 9 cos <j) — y/tb-

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

E- = 
m=0 

(4.15) 
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i  t H  ± \  t M c o s 2 9 c o s 2  ( j > - t E B m 2  < f >  Ao{6,9} - r~3 ~ (4.16) 
sin 0 cos <j> — y/efr 

T QQ 

E'» = -LVi:w,«wr (4.i7) 
^ r m=0 

* a /a 0 a 
a\ sin (b cos d) , 

Bo(6,<f>) = (rjtfcos'g + rg) . , 9 
± 

9 (4.18) 
v ' Sin 0 COS <p — y/Cir 

n T  p - j k f  oo 
K = j—— £ C„(0»(fcf)"" (4.19) 

47T r ,~n m=U 

' . - - sin 0 cos 6 et 
Co{d,<j>) = rM—^ —; (4.20) 

sin 0 cos q> — y/e^ 

4.3 Computation of the derivatives 

Now that we have the r-1 terms, AQ, AI, Bo, B\, Co, and C\, we use (4.8) to 

compute the r~2 terms. We utilize the finite difference approximations from [15] to 

calculate the first and second order derivatives numerically. For the first derivative 

«j;|r, we use 

—V>r+2 + 8ur+i — 8ur-l + Ur-2 91 s 
12h ' ^ j 

and for the second derivative u^lr , we use 

-ur+2 + 16ifr+1 - 30itr + 16itr-i - uT.2 ,. 99s 
12h2 ' { ' 

where h is a sufficiently small number. In the program we use h = 0.001. This value 

of h was chosen using a numerical test. In the next chapter, we shall present the 

numerical results for the electric fields. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COMPARISON BETWEEN ONE-TERM AND 

TWO-TERM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section, we shall present the numerical results obtained by running the 

program that computes the one-term solution and the two-term solution for the 

electric fields using equations (4.9) to (4.20) and the recurrence relationship (4.8). 

We also numerically integrated the exact expressions for the electric field (2.49) to 

(2.52) [6]. The numerically integrated results will be referred as the "true" fields. We 

shall compare the results between one-term and two-term solutions, and also compare 

them to the numerical integration results. 

We shall divide this chapter into several sections as follows: the first section will be 

on the comparison for the semi-infinite wire in the free-space; in the second section, 

we shall look at the semi-infinite wire over earth; and finally, in the third section we 

shall present the case where the wire has a finite length, and is positioned over the 

earth. 
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5.2 Semi-infinite wire in the free space 

This section deals with the numerical results of a semi-infinite wire in free space. 

We compare the "true" field with the one-term and two-term asymptotic expansion 

solutions where the observation points vary according to 9. This section is included to 

demonstrate the effect of neglecting the poles during our development of the asymp

totic solutions (3.36) - (3.42). The pole, which corresponds to the quasi-TEM mode 

on the wire, is not crossed when the integration contour is deformed to the steepest 

descent path. Nevertheless, it will contribute when the observation point is close 

to the wire, thus making the asymptotic solution inaccurate. We plot the r and 9 

components of the field versus 0 in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 so we can observe the behavior 

of the field when 9 gets close to the wire (i.e., 9 = 90°, <j> — 0°). We use the notation 

in the brackets to indicate which method was used for each curve. The numbering 

scheme is defined as follows: (0) for the numerical integration results, (1) for the 

one-term solution, and (2) for the two-term solution. From Figures 5.1 and 5.2, we 

observe that the asymptotic solutions deviate from the "true" field as 9 —• 90°. This 

result is expected because we did not include the contribution of this pole in our so

lutions. This pole can be handled using the uniform asymptotic expansion technique 

discussed in [16]. 
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Free space: r=50, phi=0 
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Figure 5.1: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 0 for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 50 m, <f> = 0°, and h = 10 m. Semi-infinite wire in free space region. E(0) is the 
numerical integration result, E(l) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term 
result. 
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Free space: r=1.0m, phi=0 
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Figure 5.2: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 0 for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 1 m, <j> = 0°, and h = 10 m. Semi-infinite wire in free space region. E(0) is the 
numerical integration result, E( 1) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term 
result. 
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5.3 Semi-infinite wire above earth 

In this section we present the numerical results from the program that computes 

the electric field for a semi-infinite wire above earth. The earth has relative permit

tivity of 8.0 and conductivity of 0.03 mhos/m. We shall discuss the results from the 

one-term and two-term solutions by comparing them to the numerical integration 

solution, i.e. the "true" field. 

Figure 5.3 shows the magnitude of the r, 9, <j> components of the electric field versus 

the radial distance r, for h = 10 m, / = 200 MHz, 9 = 30°, and ^ = 60°. We use 

the notation in the brackets to indicate which method was used for each curve. The 

numbering scheme is defined as follows: (0) for the numerical integration results, (1) 

for the one-term solution, and (2) for the two-term solution. These Figures show 

that the one-term and two-term solutions are able to match the "true" field very well 

for the 9 and <f> components of the electric field. The r component for the one-term 

solution only provides correct results far away from the wire. On the other hand, 

the two-term solution matches the "true" field over the entire range of r. In order to 

better illustrate the difference between the two expansions, we plot the relative error 

of the total electric field for / = 200 MHz, 9 — 30°, and <j> = 60° in Figure 5.4. We 

use the following formula to calculate the relative error: 

„ . \true field — calculated field\ 
Relative error = J - = —— - L, (5.1) 

|true field| 
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where calculated field is the total electric field for either the one-term or two-term 

solution. From these two curves, we can see that the relative error gets larger as 

the radial distance from the wire decreases. This relative error plot clearly demon

strates the advantage of using the two-term solution instead of the one-term solution. 

Actually, it is surprising that the two-term expansion yields three decimal places of 

accuracy at a distance of less than a tenth of a wavelength from a semi-infinite wire. 

In the next graphs, Figures 5.5 and 5.6, we look at a different observation point 

(i.e., 6 — 45° and <f> = 135° with the other parameters unchanged from Figure 5.3). 

Similar results are obtained. We have rounded off the relative error to be 10-7 when 

it is less than 10~7. 

In Figures 5.7 and 5.9, we investigate the effect of the height of the wire. In [6], 

it was shown that reducing the height of the wire shifted the far-zone region closer 

in. This behavior happened because changing the height of the wire corresponded to 

changing the effective aperture size in [6]. We do not observe the same behavior here, 

mainly because we expanded at two different expansion points, i.e., we applied the 

steepest descent method to the direct and reflected terms separately. At h = 10 m 

(Figures 5.7 and 5.8), all the components seem to behave as in the previous graphs. 

On the other hand, closer inspection shows that the two-term solution does not follow 

the "true" field solution over the full range of r. When the radial distance is small (less 

than 1.0 m), the 6 and (j> components deviate a little, while the one-term solution is 

closer to the "true" field solution. However, when r gets larger, the two-term solution 
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turns out to give a better result than that of the one-term solution. Looking at the 

relative error plot in Figure 5.10, we see that the two-term solution is much better 

than one-term solution when the radial distance is further away. The main reason 

of showing two curves with different wire heights is to demonstrate that by using 

this technique of having two different expansion points, the effective aperture is not 

a variable that can change the far-zone regions. 

The importance of using two expansion points is that we produce more accurate 

results for the r-1 term, compared to the results in [6]. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show 

that the 0 component of the one-term solution tracks the "true" field up to one 

wavelength away from the wire while in [6, Figure 5] the approximation was only 

accurate for a radial distance greater than 100A. We note however, that the points 

are not the same, since the radial distance in our case starts from the wire, while in 

[6], the radial distance started at 10 m below the wire. 

Now we shall investigate the dependence of this technique on the angle 9 by 

computing the electric field components for 6 ranging from 0 to 7r/2. The setting 

are as follows: r = 100m, <j> = 60°,/ = 200 MHz, and h = 10 m. In the solution 

for two-term approximation, there is a (1/ sin0) term embedded in the second order 

coefficient (see Equation (4.7)). Therefore, the equation is not valid for 6 = 0°. 

Another constraint is that the numerical integration program converges poorly when 

0 —> 90°. The reason for this is that the rate of exponential decay in the integrand 

depends on the height z above the wire. With this restriction, we start to sweep 6 
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from 0.01° to 89.51°. Reference to Figure 5.13 shows that the 0 and (j> components 

of the one-term and two-term approximations accurately represent the "true" fields. 

However, we can see that one-term solution for the r - component is in error. This 

is expected since Er only contains information about the reflected term (recall that 

Er oc r~2 for the direct contribution). It should be noted that the r~2 results are 

accurate even when 6 —> 7r/2. The reason for this is that the wire pole does not come 

close to the steepest descent path since <j> ^ 0. In terms of relative error, it is shown 

in Figure 5.14 that the two-term approximation is more accurate than the one-term 

solution. Again, the relative error plot shows the relative error for the total electric 

field, not for each component of the field. Figure 5.15 is another example of a plot 

versus 0. However, this time r is moved closer to 50 m, and <f> = 135°. The resulting 

r, 9, (f) components are similar as in the previous example. In the next two figures 

(Figures 5.16 and 5.17) we show the advantage of using the two-term solution when 

the radial distance r is 1 m, less than one wavelength away. 

The next thing we want to observe is the dependence of the technique on (j>. 

Thus, we plot the components versus <f> ranging from 0° to 180°. We have plotted 

the components in separate graphs to show more details. The example for the field 

versus <j> in Figures 5.18 through 5.20 is for / = 200 MHz, h = 10 m, r = 10 m, 

and 6 = 60°. From Figures 5.18 to 5.20, we see that the two-term approximation 

follows the numerical integration result. However, the one-term approximation, does 

not correctly predict the depth in the null for the Er and Eg components. This is 
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expected, since we can see from Equations (4.9) to (4.20) that the r and 9 components 

will approach 0 as <j> —» 90°. The relative error of the total field in Figure 5.21 shows 

that both approximations work well, but the two-term solution has smaller relative 

error than the one-term solution. 
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Figure 5.3: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus r for / = 200 MHz, 
9 = 30°, <j> = 60°, and h = 10 m. i?(0) is the numerical integration result, -B(l) is the 
one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.4: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, 0 = 30°, (j> = 60°, and h = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.5: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus r for f — 200 MHz, 
0 = 45°, (j> = 60°, and h  = 10 m. -E(O) is the numerical integration result, E ( l )  is the 
one-term result, and E ( 2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.6: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, 6 = 45°, <f> = 135°, and h = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.7: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus r for / = 200 MHz, 
0  = 60°,^ = 330°, and h  —  10 m. E ( 0 )  is the numerical integration result, E (  1) is 
the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.8: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, 0  = 60°, ( f >  = 330°, and h  = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.9: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus r for / = 200 MHz, 
0 = 60°, (f> = 330°, and h = 2.5 m. i?(0) is the numerical integration result, E( 1) is 
the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.10: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, 0 = 60°, <t> = 330°, and h = 2.5 m. 
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Figure 5.11: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus r for / = 200 MHz, 
9 = 60°, <j> = 0°, and h = 10 m. E(0) is the numerical integration result, E( 1) is the 
one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.12: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, 0 = 60°, <f> = 0°, and h = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.13: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 0 for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 100 m, <f> — 60°, and h = 10 m. i£(0) is the numerical integration result, E( 1) is 
the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.14: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, r = 100 m, <j> = 60°, and h = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.15: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 0 for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 50 m, (f> = 135°, and h = 10 m. £(0) is the numerical integration result, £(1) is 
the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.16: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 9 for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 1.0 m, <f> = 60°, and h = 10 m. 22(0) is the numerical integration result, E(l) is 
the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.17: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, r = 1.0 m,^ = 60°, and h = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.18: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus <j> for / = 200 MHz, 
r — 10 m, 0 = 60°, and h = 10 m. This is the r - component. J5(0) is the numerical 
integration result, E( 1) is the one-term result, and E{2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.19: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus <j> for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 10 m, 9 = 60°, and h = 10 m. This is the 9 - component. E{0) is the numerical 
integration result, i£(l) is the one-term result, and i£(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.20: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus <f> for / = 200 MHz, 
r = 10 m, 0 = 60°, and h — 10 m. This is £(0) is the numerical integration result, 
E( 1) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.21: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, r = 10 m, 9 = 60°, and h = 10 m. 
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5.4 Finite length wire above earth 

In this section, we investigate the more practical case of a finite length wire above 

earth. To calculate the fields from the finite length wire, we carry out the following 

three steps, which shown in Figure 5.22: 

1. We calculate the field of a semi-infinite wire along the x-axis, where this wire 

starts at x = 0. This is the same as the semi-infinite wire problem that we previously 

studied. 

2. We calculate the field of a second semi-infinite wire that starts at x = XQ, where 

XQ is the length of the wire. In this second wire, we have to include a phase shift to 

adjust the current. 

3. Now we can subtract the field we obtained in part 2 from the field in part 1 to 

obtain the field of a wire of length ®o-

As before, we carry out all computations using three methods: the numerical 

integration program which produces the "true" fields, steepest descent with a one-

term approximation, and the two-term approximation obtained using the recurrence 

relationship. 

From the graphs in Figures 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25 where we have plotted the electric 

field components versus the radial distance r, we observe that the one-term solution 

breaks down when the radial distance is close to the wire, that is when r < 1 m. 

Therefore, the second term in the asymptotic expansion is important if one desires 
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accurate results close to the wire. These curves are for / = 200 MHz, 9 = 30°,^ = 

135°, and the length of the wire is / = 1.0 m. In Figure 5.26, we plot the relative 

error for the total field versus r for the case of a finite length wire. The two-term 

solution shows better accuracy since it more closely matches the "true" field obtained 

by numerical integration. 

In the next graphs, Figures 5.27 and 5.28, we present the finite length wire of / = 1 

m, r = 1 m, <j> = 0°, and the field is plotted versus 8. We observe the effect of the pole 

as 6 —> 90°. The important thing that we want to demonstrate here is the accuracy 

of the two-term asymptotic solution at radial distance less than one wavelength. 

Finally, we plot the field components versus <f> at f = 200 MHz, r = 1 m, 6 = 30°, 

and / = 1 m. With the radial distance quite small (less than one wavelength) we see 

that the one-term approximation is not very accurate while the two-term approxima

tion has very small error (relative error less than 10~3). The r,6,<j) components are 

presented in Figures 5.29 to 5.31, and the relative error plot is in Figure 5.32. This 

time the pole term does not adversely effect the results since ^ ^ 0. 
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Figure 5.22: Three steps to calculate the fields from a finite length 
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Figure 5.23: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 
r for / = 200 MHz, 9 — 30°,<f> — 135°, h = 10 m, and I = 1.0 m. This is the r -
component. i£(0) is the numerical integration result, E( 1) is the one-term result, and 
E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.24: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 
r for / = 200 MHz, 0 = 30°, <j> = 135°, h = 10 m, and I = 1.0 m. This is the 0 
component. £(0) is the numerical integration result, £"(1) is the one-term result, and 
E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.25: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 
r for / = 200 MHz, 0 = 30°, <f> = 135°, h = 10 m, and I = 1.0 m. This is the <j> 
- component. E(0) is the numerical integration result, E{ 1) is the one-term result, 
and E(2) is the two-term result. 
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Figure 5.26: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, 6 = 30°,^ = 135°,/ = 1.0 m, and 
h = 10 m. 
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Figure 5.27: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 9 
for / = 200 MHz, r, <f> = 0°, fe = 10 m, and 1 = 1.0 m. This is the r - component. 
E(0) is the numerical integration result, E( 1) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the 
two-term result. 
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Figure 5.28: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus 6 
for / = 200 MHz, r, <f> = 0°,h = 10 m, and I = 1.0 m. This is the 9 - component. 
E(0) is the numerical integration result, E( 1) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the 
two-term result. 
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Figure 5.29: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus <f> 
for / = 200 MHz, r, 6 = 30°, h = 10 m, and / = 1.0 m. This is the r - component. 
£(0) is the numerical integration result, £(1) is the one-term result, and E{2) is the 
two-term result. 
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Figure 5.30: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus <j> 
for / = 200 MHz, r, 0 = 30°, h = 10 m, and / = 1.0 m. This is the 6 - component. 
E(0) is the numerical integration result, E{ 1) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the 
two-term result. 
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Figure 5.31: Finite length wire: Frequency domain electric field magnitude versus <f> 
for / = 200 MHz, r, 0 = 30°, h = 10 m, and 1 = 1.0 m. This is the $ - component. 
i?(0) is the numerical integration result, E{ 1) is the one-term result, and E(2) is the 
two-term result. 
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Figure 5.32: Relative Error for / = 200 MHz, r = 1.0 m 6 = 30°,/ = 1.0 m, and 
h = 10 m. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we shall summarize our main results and draw conclusions about 

the technique we developed. We started by formulating the electric fields for a current 

in a general multi-layered medium. We used Fourier transform techniques to obtain 

the frequency domain electric field expressions. We represented the angular integral 

in terms of the complementary incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel integrals, and we showed 

that the range of integration could be extended from /0°° to /f^,. We specialized the 

observation region to the region above the wire (pq = 11) and applied the method of 

steepest descent. In deforming the contour to the steepest descent path, we neglected 

the possible contributions of the Sommerfeld pole and the branch cut integrations. 

We also neglected the pole associated with the wire. Neglecting this pole gave poor 

results near the wire. These terms only affect the results for observation points close 

to grazing. We calculated two different saddle points, one was from the direct wave 

and the second from the reflected wave. We introduced two coordinate systems, 

the "non-hat" and the "hat" coordinate systems for the direct and reflected waves 

respectively. Using this method, we obtained the r~x terms. 

We then developed a recurrence relationship to obtain the higher order term in 

the asymptotic expansion, i.e. r-2. We substituted the first term we had into the 
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spherical wave equation. By collecting common powers and matching the coefficients, 

we constructed the general recurrence relationship to find the higher order terms. 

The r-2 term contained second-order derivatives of 0 and <j>. These derivatives were 

accurately calculated by using finite difference method. 

We presented three cases in which we compared numerical results of the exact 

integral expressions, the one-term asymptotic solutions, and the two-term asymptotic 

solutions. 

In the first case, where we have a semi-infinite wire in free-space, we showed the 

effect of neglecting the pole associated with the wire. The graphs clearly showed 

that the one-term and two-term approximations became inaccurate as 0 —• 90° and 

<f> -> 0°. 

In the second case, we presented numerical results of a semi-infinite wire above 

earth. We showed that the two-term solutions performed extremely well, even at 

observation points as close as 0.1 A. The advantage of having two different saddle 

points for the direct and reflected waves was demonstrated when we changed the 

height of the wire. In the previous work [6], changing the height of the wire would 

change the effective aperture. The change in effective aperture then would change 

the far-zone fields, i.e. it would move the far-zone closer when the height of the wire 

was reduced. By having two different expansion, we showed that the far-zone region 

did not depend on the height of the wire. Furthermore, the one-term expansion is 

more accurate when two saddle points are used instead of one. 
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Finally, we investigated the case of a finite length wire above earth. We obtained 

the field for a finite length wire by subtracting the field of two semi-infinite wires, 

having adjusted the phase of the current in the second semi-infinite wire. We found 

that the results of the two-term solution performed much better compared to those 

obtained by one-term solution. In one example, the relative error for the two-term 

solution is less than 1 percent up to 0.1 A away from the wire, while the one-term 

error reached about 80 percent. 

In summary, the two-term asymptotic solution that we developed outperformed 

the one-term solution, especially when the radial distance is small compared to A and 

in the finite-length wire problem. For future work in this problem, we would recom

mend inclusion of the Sommerfeld poles and the current poles in the computation. 
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